
Designing Enterprise Mobility
Cortado Corporate Server

One Solution for All  
Enterprise Mobility Challenges

 Mobile Device Management Based on Active Directory

Mobile Application Management for all Apps in App Stores

File Sharing just like in the Cloud with File Servers

On-Premises, Secure & Compliance-Compatible



Cortado
Corporate Server
One Solution for All Enterprise Mobility Challenges

Overview of Cortado Corporate Server Advantages:

A user-friendly solution encompassing all aspects of 
enterprise mobility, independent of a company’s size or 
area of operation.

The unbeatable all-in-one solution includes mobile 
device and application management, file sharing, as 
well as extensive print management.  
Cortado Corporate Server enables secure, efficient 
teamwork for both mobile and non-mobile workers.

A Windows-based solution with full Active  
Directory integration, guaranteeing extremely easy 
management and administration.

Mobile application management is based on the 
native system capabilities of mobile devices. This 
allows any apps available in the app store to be 
managed without complicated and costly app 
wrapping.

Suitable for all platforms, including Android, 
BlackBerry, Windows Phone, PCs and Macs.

Perfectly designed for Apple’s iOS and  
Samsung SAFE.

Advantages for AdministratorsAdvantages for Businesses Advantages for Users

●100% On-Premises: Cortado Corporate 
Server is installed as an on-premises 
solution, behind the business’s firewall.       

Maximum Security: A sophisticated and 
proven, multi-level security system con-
sisting of password management, 
tokens, encryption and special access  
rights which combine to offer the highest 
levels of security for your data.

100% Auditing: Cortado Corporate 
Server fully supports the Windows audit-
ing system.

100% Integration: The existing backend, 
including rights administration, e-mail 
servers, fax and print systems, data-
bases, web apps and file systems are 
completely integrated.

100% Mobility: The range of features of 
each mobile device is fully leveraged. 
Working while mobile is now a reality, 
without any loss of performance.

100% Time Management: Respond 
quickly to requests and make efficient 
use of time outside of the office. Work 
on the go with any device just as pro-
ductively as at your desk.

100% Productivity: Direct and efficient 
access to the latest corporate data — 
without complicated moving of files to 
sync folders or an inconvenient VPN 
connection.

100% User-Focused: Continuous de-
velopment and improvement to Cor-
tado Corporate Server is based on feed-
back from over 350,000 users.

100% Convenient: Manage devices,  
users, apps and policies easily and at 
any time via the Cortado Management  
Console.

100% Windows-Based: Cortado Cor-
porate Server seamlessly integrates 
with Windows systems, making admin-
istration even easier. 

100% Active Directory Integration:  
Mobile profiles can be assigned to exist-
ing Active Directory groups. This allows 
mobile employees to be easily managed 
via Active Directory and significantly 
reduces administration overhead.

100% Automated: Cortado Corporate 
Server easily integrates into the existing 
processes through Windows Power-
Shell support.
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Advanced
Mobile Device  
Management

Intelligent
Mobile Application  
Management

With cross-platform mobile de- 
vice management from Cortado 
Corporate Server, managing 
various devices and users 
couldn’t be easier for the IT  
department.

■  Together with the leading mobile platforms, Apple’s 

iOS and Samsung SAFE, all corporate requirements 
are fully met.

■  BlackBerry and Windows Phone devices, notebooks 

as well as PCs and Macs are also fully supported.

■  Cortado’s adaptive MDM flexibly adapts to the individ- 
ual requirements of each device as well as the existing 
corporate IT environment.

■   The HTML5-based Cortado Management Console is 
available to administrators to easily manage devices 
and users as required. 

■  Wi-Fi and VPN settings can be made via the Cortado 
Management Console and then rolled out on users’ 
equipment. Only registered devices belonging to  
users can access the corporate network.

■  With Fast Enrollment, mobile devices are easily and 
instantly configured by IT administrators by simply scan-
ning a QR code, which means the involvement of the 
employee is not even necessary.

■   With Windows PowerShell, administration is signifi- 
cantly simplified with extensive options for automating 
IT processes.

Mobile applications are the ba- 
sis for productive mobile perfor-
mance. Thanks to Cortado’s intel-
ligent mobile application 
management,  applications  re-
quired  by  employees  are  automatically  provided  to 
them.

■  Users directly access corporate e-mail via their mobile 
devices. E-mail accounts are pushed and set up  
automatically.

■  Applications,  whether  intranet,  internet,  or  Windows 

applications, can be centrally managed and pushed 
to individuals, user groups or the entire enterprise.

■   In addition, application  blacklists  easily and effec-
tively prevent abuse.

■  With managed open in, the enterprise decides what 
apps can and cannot exchange corporate data with 
each other, further enhancing complete enterprise  
security.

■  In the Enterprise Resource Store, complex enterprise 
applications, like time management systems, are avail-
able on mobile devices and public apps can be  
recommended to users.

■  Through per app VPN, privately-used apps can be  
excluded from the VPN connection. Only managed 
apps use the VPN tunnel.

Find more information on MDM :

www.cortado.com/mdm

Find more information on MAM at:

www.cortado.com/mam



Comprehensive
Security &  
Control

Professional
File Sharing &  
Teamwork

Employees require corporate 
data on their mobile devices 
and want to take advantage of 
native apps. To complete their  
tasks  they  often  work with 
unsecure cloud storage services, publicly available 
apps and e-mail services. Cortado Corporate Server 
provides a solution to this security nightmare.  
A highly-secure mobile concept is implemented, pro-
viding all required enterprise apps and ensuring  
corporate data stays fully protected.

■  Thanks to complete Active Directory integration, 
comprehensive data encryption on the device, as 
well as the use of just one port, the highest levels 

of security are guaranteed when accessing the  
corporate network.

■  With the iOS business features, a native container 
can be created on all iOS devices. Thanks to the  
native e-mail client, per app VPN, managed open in 
and secure browser functions, a secure container is 
built which eliminates the need for third-party solu-
tions.

■  If a device is lost or stolen, 
either the administrator or 
the user can locate the 
device, lock it, or if nec-
essary, partially or fully 
remote wipe its contents. 

■  If employees fail to adhere 
to compliance guide-

lines, Cortado Corpo-
rate Server automatically 
blocks access to the cor-
porate network. The security concept therefore fully 
meets all compliance and auditing requirements.

■  The implementation of certificates is significant-
ly simplified through the integrated SCEP server.  
Secure communication of servers, clients, and users 
is fully guaranteed.

Cortado Corporate Server of- 
fers multiple file handling options 
ranging from access to docu-
ments and databases stored  
on  the  corporate  network to 
numerous file management features:

■  Cross-platform leveraging of local device resources 
ensures optimal comfort and a seamless user experi-

ence. A data-optimized preview of all file formats is 
fully supported.

■  Mobile employees benefit from secure and flexible 
access to their corporate network via the Cortado app 
or the HTML5 version from their smartphones, tablets 
and notebooks, PCs or Macs.

■  Via the User Self Service  

Portal, apps can be recom-
mended to users, and users can 
proactively locate their device 
if lost or stolen. The device can 
also be locked, partially or fully 
wiped remotely by the user.

■  Thanks to Smart Sharing, data 
can be shared securely both 
internally and externally. With 
internal employees this works 
by linking to an access path to 
the appropriate network drive. 
When sharing with persons out-
side the corporate network, a copy of the file is saved 
to the cloud. Access to the original file in the corporate 
network by external persons is therefore prevented.

■  With the new file storage system Smart Filing, version 
conflicts, countless copies of file and false locations 
where files are saved are all avoided as documents are 
automatically saved right back to their original location 
and also without any loss of previous versions.

■  Whether file conversion, e-mailing, faxing, scanning 
and real mobile printing — everything is possible and 
user-friendly with Cortado Corporate Server.

■ Microsoft SharePoint is supported.

Find more information on mobile productivity at::

www.cortado.com/productivity

Find more information on security and control:

www.cortado.com/security



Over 20,000 Satisfied
Corporate Customers   
Cortado Corporate Server delivers the highest levels of efficiency for a wide
range of scenarios in organizations of any size and multiple verticals.

The 30-member team    
at datadirect, a global 

specialist for networking and security solutions, con- 
trols around the clock companies’ networks and their 
branches in more than 27 countries throughout the world. 
Through the use of Cortado Corporate Server, all em-
ployees have mobile access to sales and technical 
project data, and processes could be optimized.

“I can retrieve and edit all project data in real-time with 
my iPad. Access via iPad and iPhone, which uses no 
additional licenses, is a really great and useful feature.”  
Maik Bock, Senior Sales Engineer, datadirect.

Insurance: Need assessments can be carried out  
onsite with customers via an intranet application in a  
secure browser, and the result displayed in a customer- 
friendly format on a tablet, saved as a PDF or printed.

IT: Thanks to managed open in and per app VPN, ad- 
ministrators can be sure that only secure apps are in 
use in their environment. With remote partial or full wipe, 
intervention in due time is possible in case a device is 
lost, stolen or misused.

Construction: Managers save large documents such 
as blueprints to a project folder via drag & drop with 
their notebook. Project teams access the latest docu- 
ments with their mobile devices, directly on construc- 
tion sites.

Executive Management: A CEO can retrieve the latest 
database reports with the most up-to-date numbers 
on the way to a board meeting.

You can find more case studies at: www.cortado.com/CaseStudies

The Indian company  
Essar has an international 
presence in the sectors 

of telecommunications, transport, energy and logistics. 
With Cortado Corporate Server, employees can per-
form numerous tasks regardless of their location using 
smartphones running on various operating systems. 
Users access the corporate network as well as fax and 
print at any time.

“We are extremely satisfied with the solution. Our work-
ers now have access to important information while 
on the go and can further work with this information 
and then forward it – just as if they were sitting at their 
desk. It’s an optimum solution for great teamwork.”  
Prasad Patil, DGM – IT, Essar.

Pharmaceuticals: Thanks to the Cortado Management   
Console,   administrators   can   instantly   push e-mail 
accounts as well as Wi-Fi and VPN settings to the  
mobile devices of new research staff.

Oversee Branch Offices: New smartphones and tab- 
lets can be procured locally and still be remotely set 
up and securely integrated. Cortado Corporate Server 
pushes the required business apps directly to the  
devices.

 Retail: The project manager photographs a part of a 
presentation for a new product with his smartphone ca-
mera. Thanks to unidirectional synchronization it is saved 
immediately as an encrypted PDF file in the project fol-
der and available for all other team members.

Government: Officials can work on the go within a  
secure native container. This includes the native e-mail 
app, secure on-premises file sharing, Secure Net  
(intranet browser) and much more.

Cortado Corporate Server  in Use
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Demo Now!
CORTADO CORPORATE SERVER: Download   the   

free   30-day   demo   version   and try   out   the   

many   enterprise   mobility   features directly for 

your business. The download link, pricing and 

further information are all available at: 

corporateserver.cortado.com

CORTADO WORKPLACE: The free app for indivi-

dual users, ideal for printing on the go, as well as 

editing and saving files in the cloud. With 10GB 

of free online storage, download this free cloud 

service today. More information is available at  

workplace.cortado.com

For more information about the new Cortado Corporate Server 7.2 features  

visit our website at:

corporateserver.cortado.com
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